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ABSTRACT 
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages are 
widely used in many areas of industry. Several research 
groups are attempting to integrate distributed simulation 
principles and techniques with these packages to potentially 
give us COTS distributed simulation. The High Level Ar- 
chitecture - COTS Simulation Package Interoperation Fo- 
nun @LA-CSPW is a group of researchers and practitio- 
ners that are studying methodological and technological 
issues in this area. This panel paper presents the views of 
four members of this forum on the technical problems that 
must be overcome for this emerging field to be realized. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Distributed simulation is an application of distributed sys- 
tems technology that enables models to be linked together 
over computer networks so that they work together (or 
interoperate) during a simulation run. The High Level Ar- 
chitecture (IEEE 1516.2000) is a standard that defmes the 
distributed system technology to make this possible. A 
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation package is a 
term used to refer to s o h a r e  used by many simulationists 
to build and experiment with models. Swain (2001) re- 
views many of these. There have been various attempts to 
intemperate models and the COTS simulation packages in 
which they have been developed. See Boer, et al. (2002a; 
2002b), Gan and Turner (ZOOO), Hibino, et al. (2002), Len- 
dermann, et al. (ZOOI), Sudra, et al. (2000), and Taylor et 
al. (2002b) for examples of these and associated issues. 
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Taylor et al. (2002a) discuss the problems and pitfalls of 
distributed simulation across a wide range of domains. 
Currently many approaches are not compatible. Even 
for those using the HLA, there is no real swdard "use" 
pattern for the High Level Architecture within the context 
of this application area. In attempt to create this and to 
unify research and development activities in this area the 
High Level Architecture - COTS Simulation Package In- 
temperability Forum (IILA-CSPIF www. cspif . com) 
was created in August 2002. The ultimate goal of the Fo- 
rum is to inform and create standards through SISO that 
will facilitate the interoperation of COTS simulation pack- 
ages and thus make available to users of such packages the 
benefits of distributed simulation enjoyed by other model- 
ling and simulation communities. This panel has been 
convened tiom four members of the HLA-CSPIF to con- 
sider the major problems that are present in the application 
of distributed simulation principles and techniques to 
COTS simulation packages. 
This paper is structured as follows. First an overview 
of COTS simulation packages and the HLA-CSPF is 
given. The views of each panelist are then presented. The 
paper f ~ s h e s  with a summary. 
2 COTS SIMCnATION PACKAGES 
COTS simulation packages are used by simulationists 
mostly for model building, experimentation, animation, 
visualization and reporting. They have evolved &om at- 
tempts to build computer environments that support model- 
ing and simulation practice in dynamic process environ- 
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ments that are found in domains such as business, health, 
and manufacturing. They are typically based on some 
variant of the discrete event simulation paradigm, i.e. mod- 
els change state at discrete points in t h e  by scheduled or 
conditional events and typically represent entities or ob- 
jects (documents, patients, parts, trains, etc.) in some form 
that pass through networks of quenes and workstations 
(work queuing at a desk in an office, patients waiting to see 
a doctor, parts buffered for machining, trains waiting at a 
station, etc.) Generally, each package has a range of basic 
model elements (queue, workstation, resource, source, 
sink, etc.) that are used to build a model via a drag and 
drop visual interface. Each model element can be modified 
as is required, either by a menu system or by a package 
programming language, to better represent the system be- 
ing studied (for example the queuing logic of a queue or 
the behavior of a resource). Entities can be represented 
and differentiated by attributes. Terminology between 
packages differs as there is no internationally recognized 
naming convention. 
A COTS simulation packages typically possesses a 
simulation executive, an event list, a clock, a simulation 
state and a number of event routines (this is a gross simpli- 
fication as these packages have many variants of this). The 
simulation state and the event routines are derived from the 
model that is implemented in the package. Initializing the 
simulation, events are placed on the event list (typically 
modelling entities arriving in the model). If we assume 
that the Simulation executive uses some form of the three 
phase approach world view (TPA) (other world views exist 
- see Schnier and B m e r  (2002) for examples of others), 
the simulation fust advances clock time to the time of the 
next event (the A Phase) and then executes that event (the 
B Phase) according to the event’s routine (the event code). 
This may result in a change in the simulation state and the 
scheduling of new events on the event list. The simulation 
executive then determines if the changed state has enabled 
any conditional events (the C Phase). If any have been en- 
abled, these events are executed in some priority order and 
any changes to the simulation state or event list are made. 
The simulation executive continues to make a new cycle of 
the threephases until some terminating condition is met. 
A COTS simulation packages is therefore a support en- 
vironment in which models are built and experimented on 
Interoperating two or more models therefore involves shar- 
ing information between the models and the COTS simula- 
tion packages in which the models are built In the next sec- 
tion we in!roduce the forum dedicated to the interoperation 
of COTS simulation packages and their models and the crea- 
tion of widespread COTS dishiiuted simulatiou. 
3 TBEHLA-CSPIF 
The HLA-CSPIF was created to unify research and devel- 
opments in the interoperation of COTS Simulation Pack- 
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ages, the .tealition of COTS Distributed Simulation. The 
aim of the HLA-CSPIF is to create a standardized ap- 
proach to distributed simulation using the IEEE 1516-2000 
High Level Architecture to support the interoperation of 
discrete event models created in COTS simulation pack- 
ages. The objectives of HLA-CSPIF are therefore to 
Involve representative researchers, users, and 
vendors in the standardization process, 
Create standard reference mode@) that can be 
used to communicate concepts and problems be- 
tween researchers, users, and vendors in support 
of the HLA-CSPIF aim, 
Develop a standard data exchange representation 
( O W ,  
Develop a standard data exchange mechanism 
(RTWederate Ambassadors), 
Develop a standard specification for a distniuted 
simulation co-ordination tool (federate), and 
To report to bodies (such as SISO) that influence 
the evolution of HLA standards (productization) 
on the fmdings of this forum through this publica- 
tions, workshops, a web site (www.cspifcom) and 
a SISO reflector (HLA-CSPIF). 
As stated, one of the objectives is to create standard 
reference model(s) that can be used to communicate con- 
cepts and problems between researchers, users, and ven- 
dors in support of the HLA-CSPIF aim. We now present 
the views of four members of the Forum on the realization 
of COTS Distributed Simulation. 
e 
. 
4 POSITION STATEMENT 
OF BOON PING GAN 
Simulation is widely used to study the dynamic evolution 
of manufacturing and supply chain systems arisiig fiom 
their high variability and stochastic uncertainty. Many 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages, 
such as Automod, AutoSched AP, Simplei+, Witness, etc, 
are available to model these systems. But a major draw- 
back of these COTS packages is their inability to interop 
erate with each other or with the same package when such 
need arises. For example, in a supply chain simulation that 
crosses the enterprise boundary, different partners use dif- 
ferent COTS packages to build their simulation model. In- 
tegrating these models to form a single large supply chain 
model is a major challenge, especially when distributed 
simulation technology is not an embedded part of the 
COTS packages. Having said that, integrating models built 
on the same package through distributed simulation tech- 
nology seamlessly also poses a challenging problem. Vari- 
ous technical issues such as time management, event trans- 
formation, and object model creation need to be addressed. 
These issues are discussed here in the context of an indus- 
tly problem that requires models that are built on the same 
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COTS package to be integrated together using the High 
Level Architecture (HLA) standard. 
We are taking about a company with several factories 
that are capable of sharing their capacity. A simulation 
model for each of these factories has been built using a 
COTS simulation package. Currently, these simulation 
models are primarily used for improving the operation of 
the individual factories. To realize the concept of a border- 
less factory that allows factories to share capacity seam- 
lessly through movement of lots from one to another, simu- 
lation is used as the decision support tool to analyze the 
impact of the lots movement on the performance of the fa+ 
tones. As the simulation model of each individual factory 
is already available, distributed simulation using HLA was 
identified as a natural solution to integrate these models. 
The primary requirement by the company is that the mod- 
elers does not have to know the technical details of realiz- 
ing distributed simulation. They should be allowed to build 
their model as if the model is being used for a single node 
simulation. A middleware approach is used to ensure this 
transparency. It integrates the simulation engine with the 
Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) of the HLA, through sub- 
scription to system events of the simulation engine. 
There are many technical issues that need to be re- 
solved in order to make the COTS package’s simulation 
models talk to each other. Only two of the most critical is- 
sues will be discussed here, namely time management and 
event transformation. Time management addresses the is- 
sue of synchronizing multiple copies of the simulation such 
that the causality constraint is not violated Event transfor- 
mation addresses the issue of transparent transformation of 
an internal event to an interaction when the event needs to 
be sent to a remote simulation. Also, an interaction needs 
to be transformed back to an internal event transparently 
when it reaches the destination. Relating to this issue, some 
means of allowing the modeler to define the object model 
needs to be incorporated into the modeling tool of the 
COTS package. 
standard provides two basic time advancing 
services: nextEventRequest (NER) and timeAdvanceRequa-t 
(TAR). The most appropriate service to use for time man- 
agement is NER as each &g simulation program needs 
to synchronize the processing of both external and internal 
events. An NER has to be issued to get the permission from 
the RTI to make the time progress. The argument to thii ser- 
vice is the earliest timestamped event that is currently sitting 
in the local event list. This event is not supposed to be proc- 
essed until the RTI grants h e  time request. Hence, it is man- 
datory that the COTS package provides some means of ob- 
taining the earliest timestamped event in its local event list, 
and some means of preventing the simulation engine h m  
progressing its time prior to obtaining the time grant h m  
the RTI. This is easily realiid by subscribing to a notifica- 
tion event of the COTS package that is triggered at the end 
of each simulation event processing. When the notification 
The 
event is triggered, a NER is issued with the earliest time- 
stamp event of the local event list During the process of 
waiting for the time gmnt, an interaction with a smaller 
timestamp might be received. This mteraction is transformed 
to a local event and inserted to the local event list. When the 
control r e m  to the simulation engine, the event with the 
smallest timestamp is processed. In this way, the causality of 
the simulation is preserved 
Simulation models in the COTS package are built 
through several input files, that define the recipes, re- 
sources, and probability distriintion of the stochastic 
events. Lots are the basic entity that are moving from one 
step to another in the simulation. Hence, to facilitate the 
movement of lots from one model to another, the concept 
of virtual step is introduced to the modeling tool. The mod- 
eler defines the circumstances/conditions at which lots 
need to be routed to another factory. The lot is then re- 
routed to the virtual step when the condition arises, that is 
then transformed to a timestamp order interaction to be 
sent out through the RTI. This process of transformation is 
hidden from the modeler. At the receiving end, the interac- 
tion is transformed to an internal event, and is inserted to 
the local event list. The COTS package provides all the ba- 
sic methods of event creation and insertion that makes this 
process much simpler. 
Resolving the two issues discussed here is not enough 
to make the COTS package fully func t io~ l  as a distributed 
simulation enabled package. Critical issues such as object 
model creation need to be addressed as well. The discus- 
sion here only provides some insights into what are the ba- 
sic functionalities that a COTS package needs to provide 
before it can be incorporated with distributed simulation 
technology to lnteroperate with itself. The issues will be- 
come even more complicated when COTS packages ffom 
different vendors need to be integrated. In any case, em- 
bedding distributed simulation technology to COTS pack- 
ages brings tremendous benefits to the industry. In the 
given example, it enables the use of simulation as a tool to 
access the concept of borderless factory to improve factory 
utilization without rebuilding one single large simulation 
model that is running at a single site. The benefits of model 
reusability is fully exploited here. 
5 POSITION STATEMENT OF 
STEFFEN STRADBURGER 
With the objective of a Digital Factory, interoperability be- 
tween simulation models becomes more and more -- 
tant A company wide simulation backbone which provides 
connectivity between all types of simulation applications be- 
comes an appealing idea. The IEEE standard HLA is cur- 
rently the most advanced standard in the area of distriiuted 
simulation and is therefore the state-of-art with which every 
solution in the area of simulation integration bas to compete. 
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Technical solutions for enabling COTS to talk to each 
other via HLA exist for some time now (see Shaoburger 
2001 and Johnson 1999 for examples). They differ in the 
effort which has been taken to provide a general and user- 
friendly solution. For material flow simulations as an ex- 
ample, very pragmatic and easy to use solutions exist. They 
are. often based on a simple source-sink principle, extend- 
ing the source and sink concept of many existing tools for 
enabling the transfer of moving parts to other models via 
connected sink-source pairs. The advantage of keeping it 
that simple is usability. A user simply has to defme the 
connections between the models and is ready to go, assum- 
ing some underlying data model has been agreed upon be- 
fore. Such a solution bas been implemented for the simula- 
tion systems QUEST and IGRIP based on a Universal 
Federate Adapter concept (Shaoburger, et aL 2003). 
Reference FOMs for certain simulation domains could 
provide a basis for communication here (e.g. by d e f ~ g  
the parts which can be transferred in a Mannfacturing Ref- 
erence FOMs). It is recommended to stay with standard 
HLA mechanisms for implementing the part transfer. A 
method which has proven successful is to register HLA ob- 
ject instances for moving parts and transfer them with HLA 
Ownership Management services (Shaoburger, et al. 
2002). On the first glance this seems to be a heavy- 
weighted solution, because it would also be sufficient to 
send a simple interaction message from a sink to the ap- 
propriate source and then create the indicated part locally 
in the target simulation. The disadvantage of the latter is 
that it introduces a non-standard (i.e., proprietag) solution, 
which would lead to non-interoperable simulations. 
Another technical solutioa for HLA-enabling simula- 
tion systems is to provide a wrapped HLA API for access 
in the respective simulation system, e.g., as it has been 
done for the simulation system SLX (Shaoburger, et al. 
1998). This is a solution which provides the greatest flexi- 
bility but also burdens the simulation developers with all 
the overhead of accessing the HLA interface themselves. 
Whichever method for HLA-enabling a COTS is ap- 
plied, care has to be taken that no proprietary shortcuts are 
taken. This is a danger if everybody adapts their own way 
of using HLA. It is advisable to stick to the core function- 
ality which HLA suggests. Sometimes this is not unambi- 
guously possible, e.g., if there are multiple ways of achicv- 
ing the same task, or if HLA interface services invite 
proprietary solutions. Ideally, simulation system vendors 
should therefore sit together and define a standard way of 
integrating HLA into their systems. One p u p s  whicb has 
started work in this area is the HLA-CSPIF group (see 
" w . c s p i f  .com). 
As said before, interoperability between simulation 
systems on a technical level is solvable. It can be done and 
is already applied, e.g., in pilot projects at DaimlerChrys- 
ler. The only real major technical difficulty which still 
needs improvement is providing efficient and easy to use 
synchronization mechanisms. Existing mechanisms which 
are easy to use (like time-stepped execution or conserva- 
tive synchronization of all internal events based on HLA's 
ned5enfReque.s:) have the major disadvantage of being 
rather inefficient. More advanced mechanisms, l i e  identi- 
fying the externally relevant events and only synchronizing 
them are rather complicated to implement and highly de- 
pend on the simulation model. Support for applying opti- 
mistic synchronization techniques based on rollback 
mechanisms are, to the authors knowledge, only supported 
by the simulation system SLX (Henriksen 1997), which 
offers efficient state saving capabilities. 
In summary, technical solutions for applying HLA for 
integrating simnlation models.developed in different com- 
mercial off-the-shelf simnlation systems exist and can al- 
ready be applied It is, of course, advisable to be very care 
ful in order to partition the models in an appropriate way. 
Interfaces between models should (for reasons of perform- 
ance and simplicity) be kept as simple and lean as possible. 
Keeping that in mind HLA-based simulation integration 
can become a reality today. 
6 POSITION STATEMENT OF 
SIMON J. E. TAYLOR 
The range of approaches and solutions to COTS distrbuted 
simulation appear to increase each year. In WSC 2003 
there are examples of the use of this technique with several 
different COTS simulation packages and middleware in- 
cluding @ut not limited to) the High Level Architecture. 
As understanding of what COTS distributed simulation is, 
demand (slowly) increases. However, current solutions are 
isolated and only allow interoperability between COTS 
simulation packages within the same group even between 
solutions based on the HLA. 
Specifically, the 'intemperation problem is this. Irre- 
spective of translation mechanisms (such as ambassadors 
or adaptors, etc.) one federate composed of a COTS simu- 
lation package and its model must publish information to 
an RTI in a certain format and manner. Another COTS 
simulation package/model federate must receive that in- 
formation in a certain format and manner, i.e. both feder- 
ates must agree on a common representation of data and 
both must use the RTI in a similar way. If information 
format and RTI use are at all different then interoperation 
cannot happen. For example, if one federate exchanges in- 
formation concerning the transfer of an entity Pad to the 
other federate, we have the option of representing this as a 
published object or interaction. If we represent the entity 
as an object then we might use 
0 Object Class Structure table 
Attributetable 
0 Fixed Record Datawe table 
0 Enumerated Datatype table 
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If, however, we were to use interactions, then we 
0 Interaction Class Structure table 
Parameter table 
Fixed Record Datatype table 
Enumerated Datatype table 
i.e. a different set of tables. If one distributed simula- 
tion solution provide was to use objects and another then 
o w  COTS distributed simulation could not exchange enti- 
ties between federates. The moral of this story is therefore 
that in order to develop COTS distributed simulation where 
any COTS simulation package can potentially exchange 
information with any other, there must be agreement on the 
format of information and the methods by which it is ex- 
changed. Additionally, this integration must also be har- 
monized in terms of data types, names, and language (col- 
our vs color!) 
How can we make progress in this area? One solution 
might be to identify the kind of information that is shared 
between models as trying to solve everything at once is dif- 
ficult! Additionally, it is important to develop common 
understanding as to what is shared - there are many differ- 
ent concepts in simulation modelling and a common under- 
standing of these do not necessarily exist! So how can we 
develop the types of information that can be shared and a 
common basis for understanding? The current solution has 
been the development of reference models (RMs).  These 
are the fmt deliverable from the HLA-CSPIF. Eacb RM is 
intended to represent a problem type, a general class of in- 
teroperability problem. The RMs identified so far are: 
Type I Reference Model (Asynchronous Entity 
Type I1 Reference Model (Synchronous Entity 
Passing) (Bounded Buffer) 
Type 111 Reference Model (Shared Resources) 
Type IV Reference Model (Shared Events) 
Type V Reference Model (Shared Data Structure) 
Type VI Reference Model (Shared Conveyor) 
For further details on these, visit the HLA-CSPIF web 
site at www. cspi f . coni. It is hoped that these will form 
the basis for true intemational progress in COTS distrib- 
uted simulation. 




The incorporation of COTS discrete event simulation mod- 
els into a federation of models is not an easy task. Most 
COTS simulation languages are not able to use protocols 
such as HLA, and in spite of possibilities to link externally 
written code in C t t ,  VBA, or Java to the simulation mod- 
els, many of the internal functions and variables needed to 
create a distributed model are not exposed for the exter- 
nally linked modules. 
But even when this technical problem bas been solved - 
and it has been shown in several projects that it is possible 
to link models developed in different COTS simulation 
languages (Boer, et al. 2002a; Boer, et al. 2002b, and other 
examples kom the CSPIF initiative) - an even more seri- 
ous challenge surfaces. When models written in different 
simulation languages share or exchange entities, the enti- 
ties have to be mapped from the formalism of one COTS 
simulation language onto the formalism of the other lan- 
guage. Consider the following situation. When two simula- 
tion models interact they might need to transfer a simula- 
tion entity from one model to the other one. Say that the 
entity being transferred is a truck, then we might represent 
the abstract truck entity type as E,&. At simulation time 
t the sender creates a truck entity instance E, E E,,,,& that 
is transferred to the second model. Due to the fact that the 
truck entity is transferred to the second model, both models 
should provide the possibility to instantiate the Em& ab- 
stract entity. Unfortnnately, this solution is not supported 
in most of the cases. 
During the transfer, the entity instance is always re- 
duced to the state information that it contains, i.e. its at- 
tributes and a description of the types of the amibutes. The 
sendmg COTS simulation model serializes the entity in 
some way, and the receiving model deserialiies it. During 
the transfer, any communication mechanism such as RMI, 
Corba, or even plain TCP/IP can be used to transfer the se- 
rialized entity f?om one model to the other. If the simula- 
tion packages are the same and if they work with a similar 
set of entities, both the sender and receiver can instantiate 
the same type of entities (e.g. a truck entity). However, if 
the sets of entities are different, the instantiation is very 
difficult if not impossible. The same holds when the two 
models are coded in different COTS simulation packages. 
Hand-coded wrappers in external code might help to do the 
trick, but this is quite labor-intensive. In some of the cases 
the problem can be solved using syntactical analyzers by 
checking the definitions of the entities. For example, in the 
sender model the abstract entity of the transferred entity is 
a truck Emd.  The receiver model might miss the truck 
entity, but might contain an abstract lony entity EIov. 
The truck and lony entities are basically the same (de- 
scribed by the same attributes), but they are defined by a 
different name. The aim of a syntactical analyzers is to fmd 
syntactical errors and to discover the possible matching b e  
tween different types of entities (e.g. Em& and EIov). 
When the receiver model cannot instantiate any transporta- 
tion type entity (e.g. Emck and EIov) then the transfer of 
this kind of entities cannot occur. Basically in this situa- 
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portation entity transfer. Further, in some of the cases the 
abstract entity names are the same but theydehne merent 
attribute sets. For example, both the f~ and second mod- - 
els can instantiate an Ed a b s m  entity, but in the sec- - 
ond model the Ed does not include the definition of the 
information about its shipment. Semantic analyzers might 
be applied in order to tackle this problem, but they need 
access to additional descriptive information of the entity 
definitions. Moreover, if the set of entities and the set of 
attributes are the same we might still be confronted with 
the problem that the type of the attributes differs. The 
wrapper might be able to solve this. The first simulation 
model transfers an entity to the second simulation model. 
The second model is able to instantiate the same abstract 
entity but some of the attribute types of the instantiated 
transferred entity differ. Therefore the wrapper of the sec- 
ond model creates a temporal entity i"ce table and 
maps the original attributes of the transferred entity with 
those that the second model supports. What the analyzers 
cannot solve, however, is a difference in meaning or use of 
the entity within the models. 
Although wrappers are able to solve the syntactical 
differences between similar entities in a federation, the se- 
mantics remain a problem that can, in my opinion, at this 
moment only be solved by human analysis. A good, for- 
malized, and standardized description of the semantics of 
simulation entities and simulation variables would be a big 
help to overcome this hurdle. 
8 SUMMARY 
This paper has presented four views on COTS distributed 
simulation from members of the HLA-CSPIF. It is hoped 
that this will foster further discussion that will lead to mak- 
ing distriiuted simulation generically available to uses of 
COTS simulation packages. 
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